
How to Buy:
The 1892 ZAR Coin Set NFTs



A non-fungible token (NFT) is a one-of-a-kind digital asset that 
represents ownership of unique items. They give us the ability to 
tokenise things like art, collectibles, or anything really.

Many call NFTs a certificate of ownership of authenticity. They’re 
stored on the blockchain, and are therefore completely transparent 
and cannot be tampered with.

What is an NFT?



01

iOS users can download our web-based app 

(we’re not available on the iStore)


Visit app.momint.so click sign-up & add to 

homescreen

03

To use the app on your desktop, type


app.momint.so in your web browser

02

Android users can download the app from the


Google Play Store 

How to download the app



How to set up an account on 
Momint

Click here and watch this video OR

Put in your email address and 

choose a secure password.
03

Click “Sign-Up” 


(top right corner of the screen on desktop, 

bottom right corner on mobile)

02Visit app.momint.so01

Let Momint do all the complicated


stuff in the background! 
04

https://youtu.be/hEP5ZmRBRmI
http://app.momint.so


How to find 

The 1892 ZAR 10 Coin NFT

03

Click ‘Vetted Projects’02Go to the Discover Page 01

Click on The ZAR 1892 Proof Coin 

Set project

Click “Buy Now” on the bottom 

right corner 
04

Click here to directly visit the project pageOR

https://app.momint.so/project/62bc8370f6ef5a11db00007d


How to buy 

The 1892 ZAR 10 Coin NFT

03

06

Click “Buy Now” on the bottom right 

corner of your screen
02Visit the 1892 ZAR 10 Coin NFT Page01

Choose the tier you want to purchaseClick “Buy NFT”04

Purchase one (or more) tokens! Choose “Add Credit Card” and 

add your details
05

Click here to directly visit the project pageOR

https://app.momint.so/project/62bc8370f6ef5a11db00007d
https://app.momint.so/project/62bc8370f6ef5a11db00007d


How to buy the Scoin NFT

Please note - the project only goes live on the 13th of July - so 

until then, you will only be able to click “Notify Me” which will add 

you to the early access list. Those who sign up for early access 

will receive an email as soon as the project is live to ensure that 

they will be able to own a portion of the coin set. 

Once the NFT is live, you will be able to 

purchase tokens on Momint. 

As an NFT holder, you get exclusive access to a private Scoin 

Discord chat. You can join it by clicking the “Join Discord” button 

at the top of the 1892 ZAR Coin Set NFT page. 

It is also possible to transfer Ethereum 

into your Momint Wallet if you already 

own some crypto and want to use 

crypto for your purchase, but this is 

not necessary at all. 


